PlaceStormers: A manifesto

Our Demands:
1. More Play,
2. More Expression,
3. More Space,
and
4. Everyday Superpowers

Our Beliefs:
1. We recognize the use of public, community, transitional and in-between spaces as extensions of the home.
2. We observe that each of these built environments contain and constrain specific possibilities for action and interaction.
3. We believe that by detecting and calling attention to these structural forces, we can play with them.
4. To enable this play, we seek the proliferation of personal tools for use in everyday spaces.
5. We believe these tools should make their users feel like superheroes.

Our Modus Operandi:
1. PlaceStormers create contexts, and then act in those contexts.
2. PlaceStormers construct platforms, and then play on those platforms.
3. PlaceStormers build bridges, and then invite others to cross them.
4. PlaceStormers define opportunity, and then invent tools to seize it.